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Yerevan (Armenia) - October 1st 2016

Children and adolescent victims of explosions are 
currently treated by Professor Richard Rox Anderson, 
the recognized universal father of photomedicine, 
through a fractionated scar removal laser (YouLaser 
MT) donated in July by Quanta System to the Childrens’ 
Hospital of Yerevan (Armenia). 
 
In 2012, during a political party feast, several balloons 
blasted, injuring 144 people, most of which were kids. 
In order to save money these balloons were filled with 
hydrogen rather than with helium, and a sigarette made 
them explode. 
Last year, in 2015, a bomb exploded in a bus in the 
Armenian Capital Yerevan, burning several persons. 
Other kids were injured, instead, spraying parfumes on 
their faces, near by candles, and others by hot water in 
kitchens. 
All these victims now have a new hope to recover. 
Under the wise guidance and direction of Dr. Anderson 
and Luca Cerri of Quanta System, Dr. Anderson himself 
and several physicians of MGH have treaten tens of 
burned kids and young people. 
The physicians group came complete with local plastic 
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surgeons, plus Dr. Lilit Garybian (MA) and Dr. Julian (CA), 
two Armenian Physicians who now work in the USA. 

‘’An amazing trip, full of human attention to kids and 
their health conditions. I am proud to have donated, on 
behalf of Quanta this laser to Armenia, and to have seen 
it operate in the surgical theatre, with patients faces full 
of implicit thanks for our work, when they have woken 
up. We have once again the satisfation to take really 
care of people, especially of kids’’, said Paolo Salvadeo, 
CEO of Quanta System. 

Many other patients are instead treated in mixed 
fractionated mode (10,6 microns + 1.540 nm) to 
improve their vascular malformations conditions. 

‘’A great laser, commented Dr. Rox Anderson. Effective 
for scars and malformations, easy to use and with a 
very ergonomic handpiece. The automatic penetration 
depth indications are great, and such is the display 
embedded in the scanner’’.  ‘’You are smart guys’’, he 
added, talking about Quanta to Paolo Salvadeo and 
Luca Cerri.
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